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Consciousness - definition 

•  To be aware and alert about your 
surroundings  



Thinking, Language and Fixation 

• Why do we fixate over certain words 
or thoughts? 



Chomsky – Universal/Generative 
Grammar 

•  Language Acquisition – Speech 
Examples: 

“The teacher holded the rabbit” 
“I telled my mom” 



Whorf  – Linguistic Relativity theory 

• Words are the ideas; without the words 
you don’t have the ideas 
•  If  you destroy the language then you 

destroy the people and culture 
• Words are the mom 



Belief  Perseverance 

•  People cling to information even in the 
face of  contrary information; even 
after the information is discredited 



Confirmation bias & Overconfidence 

•  Confirmation Bias: You tend to 
search for your bias; you interpret 
information in a way that identifies 
with your belief; you find your 
belief; and because you look to 
confirm your idea, you don’t 
recognize others with other ideas 

•  Overconfidence: You are more sure 
of  yourself  than you are correct 



Can you Think w/o Language? Yes! 

• Can you imagine dribbling down the 
basketball court?  
•  Is your belly button or waist higher? 
• Do you like the green of  a tree OR 

pea green? 



Availability Heuristic-problem solving 

•  We focus on the available vivid 
situation not the collected 
evidence 
•  For example, we think plane 

crashes are more frequent than car 
crashes because we draw upon the 
vivid images of  plane wrecks; car 
crashes are more frequent 



Representativeness Heuristic 

•  It’s like a mental problem solving short-cut; we 
look at how well something seems to represent or 
match a sample 

•  We judge the likelihood of  an event by how well 
it matches our existing prototypes of  such events. 

•  When we deem it’s more representative, it’s more 
likely 



Babbling stage of  speech 
•  The variety of  sounds made by 

infants (called phonemes mmm, 
nnn) 
•  Phonemes are the smallest  
distinctive units of  language 



Insight 

•  The “aha!” moment is 
when we have a novel 
sense of  realization. It 
is like a new idea or 
something you’ve just 
figured out 



Prototypes 

• When we classify 
objects, we have 
prototypes in our 
mind’s eye 
• Here is a prototype 

of  a traditional house 



Algorithms 

•  Logical step-by-step method or 
procedure for calculation or solving a 
problem 



Framing – Double speak 

•  Framing is an example of  
cognitive bias; a person 
presents something in a 
particular way 
•  Double speak is the way you 

phrase something; a person 
speaks from his bias; this 
affects the person who is 
listening 



Learning – a change that affects our 
behaviour  

• Can a computer learn from experience? 
• Machine learning is defined as, a computer 

program is said to learn from experience 



Chimps and learning 

• Chimps have been 
taught to use sign 
language, verbal 
speech, and 
computers (Project 
Nim, 1970s) 


